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Unusual swelling of a polymer in a bacterial bath
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The equilibrium structure and dynamics of a single polymer chain in a thermal solvent is by now
well-understood in terms of scaling laws. Here we consider a polymer in a bacterial bath, i.e. in
a solvent consisting of active particles which bring in nonequilibrium fluctuations. Using computer
simulations of a self-avoiding polymer chain in two dimensions which is exposed to a dilute bath of
active particles, we show that the Flory-scaling exponent is unaffected by the bath activity provided
the chain is very long. Conversely, for shorter chains, there is a nontrivial coupling between the
bacteria intruding into the chain which may stiffen and expand the chain in a nonuniversal way.
As a function of the molecular weight, the swelling first scales faster than described by the Flory
exponent, then an unusual plateau-like behaviour is reached and finally a crossover to the universal
Flory behaviour is observed. As a function of bacterial activity, the chain end-to-end distance
exhibits a pronounced non-monotonicity. Moreover, the mean-square displacement of the center
of mass of the chain shows a ballistic behaviour at intermediate times as induced by the active
solvent. Our predictions are verifiable in two-dimensional bacterial suspensions and for colloidal
model chains exposed to artificial colloidal microswimmers.

PACS numbers: 61.25.he,82.70.Dd,61.30.Pq,87.15.A-

I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of polymer chains in a thermalized bath is
governed by scaling laws. One of the most fundamental
scaling relates the typical extension of a polymer chain R
to its molecular weight N culminating in the traditional
Flory exponent ν, such that R ∝ Nν [1, 2] for very large
N . While ν = 1/2 for a Gaussian chain, a self-avoiding
chain exhibits a Flory exponent ν > 1/2 which depends
on the spatial dimensions d, we have ν = 0.588 ≈ 3/5 in
three and ν = 3/4 in two dimensions [3]. Similar scaling
laws apply to the polymer dynamics where hydrodynamic
interactions between the monomer play a crucial role [2].
It is important to note that these basic considerations
are designed for equilibrium situations, i.e. the solvent is
a thermal bath at temperature T and the chain is not
exposed to external fields.
In this paper we consider a polymer chain in a bacte-

rial (or active) bath which consists of swimming parti-
cles or bacteria. The collisions of the bacteria with the
chain lead to nonequilibrium (non-thermal) fluctuations
of the chain which may result in new phenomena of chain
stretching and compaction different from equilibrium sol-
vents. Active matter itself has been intensely explored
over the last years, both for living systems as bacteria [4],
spermatozoa [5] and mammals [6, 7] or is system of artifi-
cial microswimmers [8–13] with various propulsion mech-
anisms [14–17] and a plethora of nonequilibrium pattern
formation phenomena were discovered [18–33]. At fixed
system boundaries active system show distinct clustering
and trapping behaviour [34–45] and can be expoited to
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steer the motion of microrotors and microcarriers [46–48]
of fixed shape.

Here we link the field of microswimmers to polymer
physics and consider a single polymer chain in a bac-
terial bath (or an active solvent). The motivation to
do so is threefold: first, from a fundamental point of
view, there is a need to understand how polymer scaling
laws are affected by non-bulk or nonequilibrium situa-
tions [49–52]. An active solvent which is intrinsically in
nonequilibrium is one of basic cases which put the scaling
laws into questions. Second, the collective behaviour of
microswimmers has been studied at moving boundaries
[46, 53, 54] but all of which were of fixed shape. Bacte-
ria and active particles near flexible boundaries have not
yet been explored systematically and it is interesting to
understand how clustering and trapping phenomena are
modified for flexible boundaries [55]. Our case of a flexi-
ble polymer chain is therefore one of the simplest key ex-
amples to proceed along this important direction. Third,
in general, the set-up we are proposing is realizable in
experiments and relevant for biological systems where
swarms of bacteria are moving close to flexible objects
like at water-air interfaces [56–61]. Our two-dimensional
model can indeed be realized e.g. by inserting long poly-
mers into two-dimensional Bacillus subtilis suspensions
[19, 24, 46]. Another complementary realization is by
exposing colloidal model chains [62] to artificial colloidal
microswimmers [11, 63, 64].

We use computer simulations of a self-avoiding poly-
mer chain in two dimensions which is exposed to a di-
lute bath of active particles. As a result, we show
that the Flory-scaling exponent ν = 3/4 is unaffected
by the bath activity provided the chain is very long.
For shorter chains, there is a nontrivial coupling be-
tween the bacteria intruding into the chain which stiffen
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and expand the chain. As a function of the molecular
weight, the swelling first scales faster than described by
the Flory exponent until a plateau-like behaviour with
a slight non-monotonicity is reached. This is nonuni-
versal behaviour which reminds to the swelling of poly-
mers in quenched disordered where similar nonmono-
tonicities have been observed [65, 66] which have, how-
ever, a different physical origin. Finally, for large molec-
ular weights, a crossover to the universal Flory behaviour
is observed. Moreover, as a function of bacterial activ-
ity, the chain end-to-end distance shows a pronounced
non-monotonicity. The dynamical correlations exhibit a
diffusive behaviour for very short and long times in quali-
tative accordance with an equilibrated polymer, while an
intermediate ballistic regime can be found in the mean-
square displacement of the center of mass of the chain
induced by the active solvent.
This paper is organized as follows: we introduce our

model and our computer simulation technique in section
II. Various results on the statistics of polymer structure
in a bacterial bath are presented in section III while the
polymer dynamics is discussed in section IV. Finally we
conclude and give an outlook in section V.

II. MODEL

We study the statistics of a polymer chain, modeled as
a sequence of N coarse-grained spring beads, in a bacte-
rial bath, composed of spherical swimmers in two dimen-
sions, see Fig. 1. For simplicity, interactions between
the active particles and the chain as well as inter-chain
interactions are modeled by the same repulsive WCA-
potential

UWCA(r) = 4ǫ

[

(σ

r

)12

−
(σ

r

)6
]

+ ǫ, (1)

for distances r < 21/6σ. Here the diameter of a bead
and a disk-like swimmer is assumed to be equal and is
denoted with σ and ǫ = kBT is the interaction strength.
These quantities represent the length and energy units,
while times are measured in τ = σ2/D0, where D0 is the
short-time diffusion constant of a single monomer.
Springs are introduced via a socalled FENE (finitely

extensible nonlinear elastic) potential [67]

UFENE(rij) = −
1

2
KR2

0 ln

[

1−

(

rij
R0

)2
]

, (2)

with neighboring beads i, j and their distance rij =
|ri−rj |. The spring constant is fixed to K = 27ǫ/σ2 and
the maximum allowed bond-length to R0 = 1.5σ. These
interactions ensure that for the parameters chosen the
swimmers do not cross the polymer chain.

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the system for a chain with a
low number N = 7 of beads (blue) connected by springs with
bond angle θ. Furthermore the end-to-end distance RE is
indicated. The αth self-propelled disk (red – bottom left) is
driven along the marked orientation ûα (black arrow) with an
velocity v0.

In our chosen units, the overdamped equation of mo-
tion of the ith bead located at position ri = [xi(t), yi(t)]
is given by

∂tri(t) = −∇iU + ξi (3)

where ξi is Gaussian white noise with zero mean and
correlations 〈ξi(t)ξj(t

′)〉 = 2D0δijδ(t− t′)1 with the unit
tensor 1, and U is the total potential energy. The over-
damped equation of motion for a swimmer α is described
through

∂trα(t) = −∇αU + v0ûα(t) + ξα (4)

where ξα is Gaussian white noise as before, U is the
total potential interaction, and v0 is a self-propulsion ve-
locity directed along ûα = (cosϕα, sinϕα), which will be
given by the dimensionless Péclet number Pe = v0σ/D0.
The presence of v0 brings the system inherently into non-
equlibrium. Finally, the orientation of the swimmer is
coupled to the rotational Langevin equation

∂tûα(t) = ζα × ûα(t). (5)

Here ζα is as well a Gaussian-distributed noise with
zero mean and variance 〈ζα(t)ζβ(t

′)〉 = 2Drδαβδ(t− t′)1
and the corresponding rotational diffusion coefficient is
Dr = 3D0/σ.
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Steric interactions between the active particles are
modeled by a soft repulsive Yukawa potential. The total
pair potential between a pair of disks {α, β}, is given by

Uαβ = U0

exp(−rαβ/σ)

rαβ
, (6)

where the screening length corresponds to the disk di-
ameter σ and rαβ = |rα−rβ | is the distance between the
swimmers, the prefactor is set to U0 = 20ǫ.
We perform Brownian dynamic simulations for various

chain lengths 1 ≤ N ≤ 1000 (N = 1 refers to the case of
a single spherical tracer) using periodic boundary condi-
tions in a square simulation domain with an area A = L2

0

where L0 ∼ Nσ corresponds to the contour length of a
linear chain in equilibrium. In integrating the Brownian
dynamic equations of motion, we have used a finite time
step 10−7τ . The number of bacteria is determined by the
dimensionless packing fraction

φ =
NSσ

2

4A
, (7)

where NS is the number of swimmers. We are interested
in a dilute bacterial bath, so we chose φ ≤ 0.02, which
is below the jamming transition for self-propelled disks
[68]. Statistics are gathered for 20 to 50 independent
simulation runs.

III. RESULTS

As a key result, in Fig. 2 the dependence of the end-
to-end distance on the molecular weight is shown on a
double-logarithmic plot where the slope indicating the
typical two-dimensional Flory scaling with ν = 3/4 is also
indicated. For small chain lengths, the polymer swells
stronger than Flory scaling which is obviously more pro-
nounced for large activities Pe. The strong swelling re-
sults from events where a bacterium intrudes into the
polymer chain stretching it, see inset of Fig. 2. Increas-
ing the molecular weight N further results again in more
coiling such that a plateau-like regime is reached, the as-
sociated molecular weight needed to reach the plateau
depends on the Péclet number. Even a slight nonmono-
tonicity is compatible with the statistical uncertaincies.
Finally a crossover to the universal Flory behaviour of
a self-avoiding chain is observed. This is expected since
at very large scales only the statistics of self-avoidance
should matter. In this limit, the presence of the bacteria
are just providing some kind of higher effective temper-
ature to the polymer such the typical entropically gen-
erated Flory exponent is obtained, compare to a similar
finding in [69]. Clearly, the non-universal plateau-like
behaviour is also found when the radius of gyration is
plotted instead of the end-to-end distance, see again Fig.
2. In Fig. 2(b), the polymer extension is again shown
versus the molecular weight N but is now scaled with
its equilibrium value for vanishing activity at same N .
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FIG. 2. (a) End-to-end distance RE as a function of number
of monomers N for different bacterial densities φ and different
self-propulsion strengths Pe. Line corresponds to the radius
of gyration RG of the polymer for the given parameters. (b)
Relative end-to-end distance, now scaled with its value at van-
ishing Péclet number, versus molecular weight N for different
Péclet numbers at φ = 0.002.

By definition, this quantity is unity when Pe = 0 but
varies with increasing Péclet number. Interestingly, for
this quantity there is a marked nonmonotonicity in N at
intermediate Péclet numbers. For small N , the scaled
end-to-end distance RE/RE(Pe = 0) is larger than unity
quantifying the stretching effect by the bacteria sliding
along the polymer chain. For larger N , the collisions of
the bacteria with the polymer chain lead effectively to a
compression as signalled by RE/RE(Pe = 0) < 1.

The distribution of the end-to-end distance is shown in
Fig. 3(a) for various Péclet numbers for a fixed molecular
weightN = 50 revealing a broad peak which first shifts to
the left and subsequently to the right for increasing Pe.
For intermediate Péclet numbers the peak is pretty broad
documenting the strong polymer fluctuations imprinted
by the bacterial bath. The quantitative analysis of the
shift is shown in Fig. 3(b) where the end-to-end distance
in units of the contour length L0 is plotted versus Péclet
number for various N and at fixed diluted φ = 0.002. For
fixed N , a nonmonotonic behaviour of RE/L0 (or equiva-
lently of RE/σ) is clearly revealed as a function of Péclet
numbers. This can qualitatively understood as follows:
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FIG. 3. (a) Probability distribution function of the re-
duced end-to-end distance RE/L0 for various self-propulsion
strengths Pe and fixed chain length N = 50. (b) Averaged
reduced end-to-end distance 〈RE/L0〉 as a function of Pe
for various chain lengths and end-to-end distance for vari-
ous molecular weights N . (c) Time sequences showing the
compactifying and the swelling of a polymer due to an active
swimmer. Swimmer trajectories are indicated by its swimmer
positions.

for small Pe a bacterium intrudes into the swollen chain
and thus compactifying it, see also the snapshot series in
Figure 3(c). The larger Pe becomes, the more is the bac-
terium able to really stretch the chain by sliding along it
which then induces an increase in the averaged polymer
extension. This scenario occurs over the whole range of
molecular weight explored in this paper and is therefore
quite general. The critical Péclet number for which the
averaged polymer size is getting minimal increases with
increasing molecular weight N , see Fig. 3(b).
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FIG. 4. (a) Probability distribution function of the averaged
bond angle 〈θ〉 at fixed N = 50 for various Péclet numbers Pe.
(b) Averaged bond angle θ versus self-propulsion strength Pe
for various molecular weights N .

Finally we explore the impact of the intruding bacteria
on the bond angle θ of subsequent monomers along the
chain in Fig. 4. The statistical distribution of θ, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), reveals a double peak of stretched parts of
the chain where the bacteria are scratching along and a
coiled part unaffected by the bacteria, see again Fig. 3(c).
The average value 〈θ〉 increases with Pe reaching slowly
the asymptotic value of π due to full chain stretching
induced by a bacterium travelling along the polymer, see
Fig. 4(b).

IV. POLYMER DYNAMICS

We finally turn to the influence of the bacterial bath
on the polymers dynamics which is typically measured in
terms of mean-square displacements. One may consider
the latter for the end-monomer position rN , the end-to-
end distance RE itself, and the center of mass position
r.
Let us first recall the well-known scalings for a poly-

mer in a thermal bath, corresponding to the case Pe = 0.
In equilibrium, in the absence of hydrodynamic interac-
tions, the mean square displacement of the end-monomer

behaves as [70]

〈(∆rN )
2
〉 ∼ t+ λ(1− exp−t/τp), (8)
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for long times where λ is a constant coefficient and τp
a characteristic polymeric relaxation time. For very
short times 〈(∆rN )

2
〉 is diffusive (i.e. linear in t). The

crossover behaviour from short to long times can be
studied in terms of the logarithmic derivative which
sets an effective time-dependent exponent as γ(t) =

d log (∆rN )
2
/d log t. As a function of increasing time

t, this exponent first decreases from 1 down to values of
approximately 0.5 and then increases back to 1.
The mean-square displacement of the end-to-end dis-

tance in equilibrium is given for long times by [49]

〈(∆RE)
2
〉 ∼ (1 − exp−t/τp) (9)

such that it approaches it limiting values exponentially
in time, while it is again diffusive for short times and
approximately scales with 〈(∆RE)

2
〉 ∼ t1/2 for interme-

diate times [49].
Finally the mean square displacement of the center of

mass of the polymer chain scales in equilibrium as

〈(∆r)2〉 ∼ t (10)

which turns out to be a good approximation for all times.
In Fig. 5 we compare these well known mean-square

displacements for a polymer chain in a thermal bath (in-
sets) with those for a chain in a bacterial bath with
φ = 0.02 at a self-propulsion strength Pe = 10. We
observe for all three studied quantities the same short
and long-time behaviour. For short time, this is simply
a result of our Brownian model. For long times, it is
expected that an active solvent can hardly be discrim-
inated from a passive one on average. At intermediate
time, however, different behaviour gets visible. First of
all, the end-monomer mean-square displacement shows
an acceleration at intermediate times resulting in a larger
value for the exponent γ(t), compare Figure Fig. 5(a)
with its inset. This obviously has to to do with the in-
truding bacteria which brings in more dynamics into the
chain. This effect is less pronounced for the end-to-end
dynamics (Fig. 5(b)) where the dynamical behaviour is
qualitative similar to the passive case, see the inset in
Fig. 5(b).
Conversely, for the center of mass motion, there is a

strong amplification of the bacterial dragging effect on
the chain. Clearly, even new intermediate ballistic scal-
ing regime shows up here where the mean-square dis-
placement scales as t2, compare Fig. 5(c) with its inset.
Again, this has to do with the fact that in this regime the
active particles drags the whole chain with it. The bal-
listic regime typically ceases to exist when the particle
decorrelates its orientation, i.e. its pulling or dragging
force, which occurs on a time scale 1/Dr. This has been
studied in great detail for a single Brownian active parti-
cle [71–73]. The decorrelation time scale 1/Dr is plotted
as a reference in Fig. 5(c) and represents indeed a rea-
sonable upper bound at which the ballistic regime ceases
to exist. Finally, as a further extreme reference, we have
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FIG. 5. Mean square displacements of (a) the end-monomer,
(b) the end-to-end distance, and (c) the center of mass for
various chain lengths N and a swimmer density of φ = 0.02
with self-propulsion strengths Pe = 10. The insets show the
temporal behavior for a polymer in a pure thermal bath. The
dashed vertical line in (c) indicates the rotational diffusion
time scale 1/Dr for an active swimmer.

included the case N = 1 of a single segment, representing
a passive tracer in a bath of active particles as studied
recently [74, 75]. In this case, the ballistic regime is not
very visible, since the collison time of active particles
with the tracer is short.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered to impact of an active (bacte-
rial) bath on the conformations of a flexible polymer
chain in two dimensions by using extensive Brownian
dynamics computer simulations. While the traditional
Flory scaling for a two-dimensional self-avoiding random
walk is found for large chains, there is an interesting
nonuniversal behaviour for finite chain lengths. Due to
the intruding bacteria, the polymer extensions is getting
more stretched than predicted by Flory scaling and then
crosses over to a plateau where the chain size does not de-
pend on the molecular weight. This behaviour is unusual
as it is not found in equilibrium. We have further iden-
tified trends of the chain size with increasing bacterial
activity and find a relative compression for small activi-
ties and a strong stretching for large activities which we
attribute to intrusion events of bacteria into the coiled
chain. For the polymer dynamics, we find a t2 scaling for
the center of mass mean square displacement for inter-
mediate times, which is absent for athermal solvent.

We hope that our findings will stimulate new explo-
rations. First of all, a detailed theory would be chal-
lenging which predicts at least the scaling of the plateau
behaviour. Moreover, more simulation will be necessary
to understand the three-dimensional case both for one-
dimensional chains where bacteria can more easily cir-

cumvent the polymer and for flexible membranes. In
two dimensions our predictions can in principle be ver-
ified. Our model is best realized for colloidal poly-
mers which are built by using lock-and-key colloids as
monomeric entities [62]. These can easily be confined
between glass plates and exposed to further artificial col-
loidal microswimmers such that the non-crossing situa-
tions which is crucial for our set-up is realized. It is less
evident how our model is realized for real polymer chains
and real bacteria as those are typical crossing in strong
slit confinement. But a realted set-up are bacteria close
to a liquid-air interface which are standardly considered
in experiments, see e.g. [56, 60, 61]. The latter interface
is flexible but under tension. The intrusion effect, how-
ever, is also expected to play a leading role in case the
line tension is small compared to thermal effects. Finally
we think that the complex interaction between bacteria
and flexible filaments as revealed in our study may be
exploited in general for the fabrication of machines on
the micro- and nanoscale [45].
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